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Summary
European Reference Networks (ERNs) are unique and innovative networks between healthcare specialists for the diagnosis and treatment of rare/low prevalence complex diseases.

ERN-EYE is dedicated to Rare Eye Diseases (RED) and is organized to cover all RED conditions in four thematic groups and six transversal working groups and had fully

integrated patient representatives (e-PAG noticeably). Launched in March 2017, ERN-EYE conducted during its first year an inventory of available resources and started to deal with

corner stones for an efficient use of all e-health tools. The most important ones were the work on a standardized ontology for Rare Eye Diseases and the settlement of a virtual clinic.

Conclusion
ERN-EYE, has already shown great achievements in establishing a deep inventory of resources, agreeing 

on a common ontology and developing an Eye-specific dataset to ensure the launch of a virtual clinic 

dedicated to RED, EyeClin. This inventory year was an excellent base to build on and the common ontology 

and the EyeClin are building blocks of our next activities for the following years. 
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ERN-EYE, a one-year old network dedicated to care
ERN-EYE, European Reference Network dedicated to Rare Eye Diseases (RED), is structured in four thematic working &

transversal working groups as described in Figure 1. ERN-EYE had fully integrated patient representatives (European Patient

Advocacy Groups (e-PAG) noticeably) organized in a specific council with 2 elected representatives with voting rights in the

governance board. One e-PAG representative is co-chairing a transversal working group, and besides, at least one e-PAG

representative attend each ERN-EYE meetings or workshops.

Launched in March 2017, ERN-EYE set all necessary bases to develop activities. The main activities are described in Figure 2.

The most important achievement: agree on

the classification of REDs and ontology

Development of the virtual clinic EyeClin
The creation of a virtual Clinic, EyeClin, is the heart of ERN-EYE, to bring expertise to

RED-affected EU citizens. Based on the generic version provided by the European

Commission we developed a dataset dedicated to the EYE (Figure 3) in order to use

specifically the virtual clinic for REDs (Figure 4).
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Figure 3: Timeline to establish the EYE-specific dataset of the virtual clinic

Figure 2: ERN-EYE first year main activities
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� IMPORTANT To launch the ERN-EYE general activities

�agree on a common tools � enable ERN members to exchange

between each other and beyond.

�consensual curation & revisiting of the existing rare eye diseases

ontologies/coding with ORPHANET and HPO

� Save time by doing a physical meeting

� One shot action on the year

�Close collaboration with

�ORPHANET (at the fore front of rare diseases nomenclature),

�HPO (the Human Phenotype Ontology leader in phenotypic

classifications of rare diseases)
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Agreement on :

1390 terms related to RED on the Orphanet Rare Diseases 

Ontology (ORDO)

& including 1089 terms related to ocular phenotypes in HPO
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